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Abstract 
Design of an intelligent boiler main steam pressure cascade control system, introducing a fuzzy adaptive controller 
will be developed as a component added to the MCGS configuration environment to achieve the vapor pressure of the 
advanced control methods. Than the actual use of the program proved feasible, the program has a higher than 
traditional quality. 
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1. Introduction
Industrial boilers is chemical, oil refining, power generation and other industrial processes
indispensable power equipment. Industrial boilers is a typical multi-input, multiple output, non-linear 
objects associated, adjust parameters and the adjustment of its parameters, there are many cross-effects. 
We will generally be divided into several relatively independent of boiler sub-object, the corresponding 
set of several relatively independent of the control system, such as water control systems and combustion 
control systems [1].  
Combustion control system is the most difficult to do well in several subsystems. We will be divided 
into steam pressure control subsystem, control subsystem and oxygen furnace negative pressure control 
subsystems. Industrial boiler steam pressure changes with a great lag, and when the load changes, fuel 
and boiler heat evaporation is difficult to be consistent, it is necessary for the main steam pressure control 
subsystem to improve the traditional program. Traditional PID control is a fixed parameter control, 
stability and control is difficult while the quality have been good results. Also, because there is no precise 
mathematical model of the boiler, Smith predictor can not completely compensate for pure delay. To 
improve the control effect, it is necessary to introduce a new intelligent control strategy.  
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2. Intelligent Design Host Controller  
Intelligent design is the main controller of the key elements of this work. As the fuzzy controller's 
output relay condition with similar features and more value, in a non-continuous state, so that the system 
stability and control valve unfavorable; and PID controller system deviation is large (including intelligent 
PID) will have a strong a great deal of oscillation and overshoot. The PID controller design while 
maintaining the non-static error, stability, good benefits, but also has adaptive fuzzy control parameters 
and adjust speed strengths. Figure 1 shows that the intelligent fuzzy self-tuning controller with the main 
controller.  
Figure 1 is responsible for coordinating factor fuzzy adaptive PID controller and fuzzy controller's 
output each assigned a coefficient, the basic idea is: when the system error is larger focus on fuzzy control 
and improve system response; small systematic bias, the system gradual stabilization of time, focus on the 
fuzzy adaptive PID regulator. 
Figure 1 Schematic Intelligent Host Controller 
3.Smart host controller after a cascade control system  
Replaced with the Figure 1 constitutes the main steam pressure controller designed by the authors of 
the improved cascade control system. As the load is not stable and unstable coal, small coal-fired boilers 
is difficult to achieve good control effect, it is sometimes volatile system, the output is not stable, a great 
waste of energy. Not only affect product quality, and pollution of the environment. With this new 
intelligent control strategy is to control the future development direction of the boiler [2]. 
System is run online, the computer control system via fuzzy logic rules for processing the results, and 
look-up table operation, the PID parameters to complete an online self-tuning fuzzy controller 2 and the 
output. The work flow chart shown in Figure 2
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Figure 2 Line self-tuning flow chart 
4.Design of fuzzy controller controls
Configuration software monitoring software using domestic MCGS, the configuration software 
features less, no embedded VB Script and Cscript, but it is also an open software, full support for 
Microsoft Active X into line with norms of control that allows users to develop their own custom MCGS 
control and attached to the device manager window. MCGS configuration software will have its own 
interface specification, the development of driver control must follow these. There are five attributes and 
eight methods: properties 
DevYType: to identify the device type; 
DevStyle: to identify the device type;  
DevChannel: identification number of the device channel 
DevBaseIO: identify the equipment used by the IO base address (omitted here); 
DevIONumber: All IO address identifies the device number. 
Method 
GetDevName: read the device type the name of the building; 
GetDevHel: calling equipment to build online help; 
SetDevPage: call inside the device properties page; 
InitNewDev: initialize the device initial value; 
GetChlType: read the device type and annotation data for each channel; 
InitDevRun: run-time initialization of the device; 
RunDevCommand: the specified device command; 
CollectDevDat: regular collection equipment, mining or output command. 
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One way to develop modular software is to use the dynamic link library (DLL), Microsoft Windows 
itself is the main function is to use a dynamic link library [3]. And static link library (SLL) is a different 
dynamic-link library allows users to write and debug a small separate DLL modules, the advantages are: 
first, the big project into small manageable sub-projects to facilitate the task of distributed and 
cooperation; Second, to facilitate users to add new components (or third parties to develop their own 
software modules) or function, as long as the interfaces remain unchanged, no need to modify the 
compiled client. Visual C + +6.0 is extremely powerful Win32 software development platform, there are 
more and better AppWizard and MFC library support, development of DLL is becoming increasingly 
easy.
Start VC + +6.0 integrated development environment, from the File menu, select New / Project / MFC 
DLL AppWizard (dll) to create a project called FuzzPID. Choose other regular DLL using the wizard 
default settings, click Finish to create a custom dynamic link library project. Next is to use integrated 
development environment for development work, and by modifying the FuzzPID.h and FuzzPID.cpp 
code or add new resources, but must make full use ClassWizard to implement the program guide. This is 
the focus of this work the content of the two.  
(1) interface design. Create and register the child window controls the addition of three property pages 
are the basic properties of the channel connection and parameter settings. Add the Windows common 
controls (buttons, input boxes, text boxes, etc.).  
(2) increasing the custom attributes. This has already been mentioned, must comply with MCGS 
interface specification (5). Also increase the number of fuzzy PID important properties are as follows:  
a.Input collected from the corresponding port data, which controller feedback value.  
b.Output results from the control output data. 
 c.Set external reference value. 
 d.Grade quantization levels. 
 e.Modmax adjustment factor value limit.  
f.Modm in the lower limit value adjustment factor.  
g.Escope basic domain of the absolute maximum error. 
 h.Ecscope basic domain of the absolute value of error change the maximum value.  
i.Controlscope control the absolute maximum amount of basic domain.  
(3) ways to increase custom. MCGS specifications meet the eight methods. 
(4) add a custom fuzzy control code. This is the most important development of smart custom control 
difficulties. Start Class2W izard control class CFuzz PID Ctrl to add the WM_CREATE message 
corresponding member function add the following code: The next is to add custom code ambiguity. Are:  
Ke = Grade / Escope; 
Kc = Grade / Escope; 
Ku = Controlscope / Grade;  
el = Set-Input;  
ec = e1-e0; 
 if el> Escope 
el = Escope; 
 if el <-Escope 
el =- Escope;  
if ec> Escope  
ec = Escope; 
 if ec <-Escope 
ec =- Escope;  
e0 = el;  
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if el> = 0  
E = (int) (el * Ke +0.5); 
 else E = (int) (ec * Kc-0.5);  
if ec> = 0  
E_c = (int) (ec * Kc +0.5);  
else E_c = (int) (ec * Kc-0.5); 
 A = (Modmax - Modmin) * abs (E) / Grade + Modm in; 
 Mid =- (A + E + (1-A) 3 E_c);  
if Mid> = 0  
U = (int) (Mids +0.5);  
else U = (int) (M id-0.5); 
 if U> Grade  
U = Grade;  
if U <-Grade  
U =- Grade;  
Output = U * Ku;  
Fuzzy control algorithm code I tried a variety of methods, and finally developed using the Matlab7.0 
with fuzzy adaptive PID function m-files with integrated compiler mcc exported to the corresponding C + 
+ code, and then transplanted to modify the VC + +6.0, increase the interface, and then is compiled and 
saved the file generated FuzzPID.dll [4]. This can shorten the development cycle, improve the process 
robustness.  
5. Intelligent control of the installation and configuration  
Designed adaptive fuzzy control after the next is how to apply the MCGS configuration software 
control. Start the configuration software MCGS, select the Devices tab, click Device Manager, click Add 
Device, then select the correct disk FuzzPID.dll path, click OK to complete the installation. At this time in 
the Device Manager can be found in our own development of intelligent PID control. Double-click the 
control, which entered the window of our equipment. Since then, we like to use the same common control 
with MCGS development of intelligent control of our own, very convenient. Summarized as follows: in 
the device window, select the user smart double-click it, appear in the Device Properties page. Select the 
second channel connection property page, then select the third page, the associated parameters. Main 
steam pressure control is a cascade control, fuzzy controller output the user will be achieved by using 
cyclic script synthetic signals with the feedforward synthesis, and then link to the secondary PID 
controller set the end. Check the running configuration, enter correct commissioning phase.  
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Figure 3  24 h boiler main steam pressure history curves 
6. Conclusions 
This configuration software for the design of an intelligent controller MCGS components and for the 
boiler main steam pressure control system. A small thermal power plant in Hangzhou, put into practical 
operation, the practice shows that the improved cascade control system to overcome the uneven and load 
coal unstable, and many other interference, shows a strong robustness, and because of the fuzzy controller 
combines the combustion of experts experience, so the system also has high security and energy-saving 
features. Application of traditional control scheme and the application of intelligent control strategy for 
the plant after 24 h boiler main steam pressure history curves shown in Fig 3. 
 
(1) Using the traditional PID cascade control of the boiler main steam pressure history curve 
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(2) the use of intelligent control cascade control after the boiler main steam pressure history curve 
Figure 4  different control methods of the boiler main steam pressure history curve 
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